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This article argues that while outside reverse piercing 
should not be the norm, there are instances when applica-
tion of the doctrine is the only way to ensure equal justice. 
Because of the competing interests reverse piercing impli-
cates, this article proposes that the doctrine be permitted 
against both legal and equitable owners, but only when 
traditional, less intrusive remedies are insuffi cient. Addi-
tionally, any innocent shareholders would be permitted a 
capital exemption prior to payment of the plaintiff’s claim 
when that claim would liquidate the corporation. Finally, 
disputes amongst creditors should be dealt with using 
preexisting priority laws. Part I will discuss both tradition-
al and outside reverse veil piercing. Part II will discuss the 
arguments for and against the various methods of outside 
reverse piercing through a case law analysis. Finally, Part 
III will advance a solution that safeguards the interests of 
all involved parties by fi rst identifying the shortcomings 
of more traditional remedies and then proposing a new 
approach.

I. Overview of Veil Piercing: Traditional and 
Reverse

Because reverse piercing is a variation of traditional 
veil piercing, Part I begins by detailing traditional veil 
piercing case law and analyzing the various approaches 
before delving into reverse piercing.

A. Traditional Veil Piercing

All corporations exist behind the “corporate veil” and 
are entitled to a legal assumption that the acts of the cor-
poration are independent from the acts of its shareholders. 
This ensures that shareholders, or another corporation, 
are exempt from liability for the corporation’s actions.16 
This assumption of limited liability is “the rule not the 
exception.”17 

Piercing the corporate veil, however, places an outer 
limitation on this assumption.18 Veil piercing is not a 
separate cause of action against a corporation, but rather 
an “assertion of facts and circumstances which will per-
suade the court to impose the corporate obligation on its 
owners.”19 

While small differences exist among the states, 20 a tra-
ditional veil piercing claim generally requires that (1) the 
owners exercised complete domination of the corporation 
in respect to the transaction attacked, and (2) that such 
domination was used to commit a fraud or wrong against 
the plaintiff.21 Although some states purport to have three 
elements to allow a plaintiff to pierce the veil, the third 
being a causation or equitable results prong, the analysis 
is nearly identical.22 If a plaintiff proves these elements, 

Introduction
It is textbook law that a stockholder’s exercise of con-

trol over a corporation does not create liability beyond the 
assets of that corporation.1 This concept of limited liability 
for corporations is “deeply ‘ingrained’” in both American 
legal and economic systems.2 Indeed, judicial acknowl-
edgement of a corporation as a separate and distinct entity 
is a cornerstone of American enterprise, and benefi ts such 
as encouraging shareholder investment by limiting inves-
tor risk exposure are essential. 3

However, limited liability has its limits. When a cor-
poration is used as a shield for liability or for an illegiti-
mate business purpose, courts will exercise their equitable 
power by applying the “  equally fundamental principle” of 
piercing the corporate veil.4 Piercing the corporate veil al-
lows one to puncture the “veil” of limited liability in order 
to hold a shareholder liable for the corporation’s conduct.5 

While exact defi nitions vary by state, courts will dis-
regard the corporate entity, or pierce the corporate veil, 
when it is shown that a corporation is an “alter ego.” 
A corporation is an alter ego when it is used as a “  mere 
instrumentality for the transaction of [the shareholders’] 
affairs without regard to separate and independent cor-
porate existence.…”6 The “  paramount goal” of traditional 
veil piercing is to achieve an equitable result.7 “Traditional 
piercing”8 jurisprudence is well established and, despite 
some differences in formulation, universally followed by 
American courts. 

The practice of reverse piercing the corporate veil is 
less well established.9 Where it is available, both corporate 
insiders and outside third parties have the opportunity to 
reverse pierce the corporate veil.10 In outside reverse pierc-
ing, a third-party creditor seeks to recover debts owed by 
a corporation’s owner from the corporation itself or to al-
low a third-party creditor to recover debts owed by a par-
ent corporation from a subsidiary corporation.11 Although 
several states have expressly rejected the doctrine,12 there 
is a growing trend toward recognizing reverse piercing 
as a theory of recovery.13 Nonetheless, the approaches 
taken in states that have allowed reverse piercing are far 
from uniform.14 The various approaches refl ect attempts 
to weigh the interests of the plaintiff, innocent sharehold-
ers and other corporate creditors.15 These approaches are 
unlike traditional piercing, where the shareholder is held 
liable for her proactive role in creating the wrong; there, 
the corporation, its creditors, and other shareholders are 
not adversely affected. Confl icting interests mandate that 
any allowance of reverse piercing delicately balance the 
needs of all involved parties to protect adequately all 
those involved.
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To permit a comprehensive analysis, this article will only 
address outside reverse piercing. 

i. Outside Reverse Piercing43

In an outside reverse piercing claim, the plaintiff, an 
“outside” third party, seeks to pierce the corporate veil to 
impose liability on the corporation to satisfy the debt of 
an individual shareholder.44 The “outsider” is asserting 
a claim against the corporation, not for a harm procured 
by the corporation itself, but rather for the actions of an 
individual shareholder.45 Similarly, outside reverse pierc-
ing is used to impose liability on a subsidiary corpora-
tion for the debts of a parent corporation,46 or to hold one 
controlled corporation liable for the debts of an affi liated 
corporation.47 

The concept of reverse piercing48 fi rst arose in the 
landmark case49 of Kingston Dry Dock Co. v. Lake Champlain 
Transportation Co.,50 decided by Judge Learned Hand. 
In Kingston Dry Dock, the plaintiff, Kingston, repaired a 
ship owned by the defendant Champlain’s subsidiary.51 
Champlain, not the subsidiary, requested the repairs, and 
plaintiff entered into the agreement with Champlain.52 
Champlain and its subsidiary shared nearly identical 
boards, but both companies kept separate identities, with 
decisions made independently.53 Following default by 
Champlain, Kingston attached the boats to satisfy the debt 
owed by Champlain.54 The trial court permitted plaintiff’s 
attachment, but Judge Hand reversed.55 In doing so, Judge 
Hand greatly limited the potential scope of reverse pierc-
ing, holding that, while it may “be too much to say that a 
subsidiary can never be liable for a transaction done in the 
name of a parent…such instances, if possible at all, must 
be extremely rare.…”56

Following Judge Hand’s admonition in Kingston, 
courts refused to entertain reverse-piercing cases for near-
ly thirty years. The doctrine fi nally reemerged and gained 
acceptance in a marital property case, W.G. Platts, Inc. v. 
Platts.57 In Platts, the plaintiff sought to impose liability 
on her husband’s corporation in order to satisfy her share 
of the assets per their divorce decree.58 The court held the 
corporation was an alter ego of the husband and permit-
ted piercing in order to satisfy the divorce decree.59 This 
opinion offered little precedential value for reverse pierc-
ing, however, as the court relied heavily on the fact that 
the ex-husband voluntarily proffered the corporation’s 
assets for inclusion in the decree and a subsequent avoid-
ance of that offering by his alter ego corporation “would 
be unconscionable and a denial of justice.”60 

Just two years after Platts, a district court in Colorado 
adopted a broad defi nition of reverse piercing in Shamrock 
Oil & Gas v. Ethridge.61 There, a third-party creditor held 
an unsatisfi ed judgment against the defendant corpora-
tion’s owner in his individual capacity.62 Plaintiff attached 
the corporation’s main asset, an oil-drilling rig, in order 
to satisfy his judgment.63 The court permitted this reverse 
piercing since the corporation was a “mere dummy” of 

the court imposes liability on the individual because the 
corporation is a mere “instrumentality” or “alter ego” of 
its owner.23 

The fi rst prong of piercing the corporate veil, domina-
tion, is met when the owners use the corporate form to 
further their own personal goals. 24 The control that accom-
panies stock ownership and management is not enough 
to show domination.25 Instead, the actions taken must cir-
cumvent legitimate corporate purposes, so as to make the 
corporation a mere “alter ego.”26 States are split as to who 
may dominate a corporation, although many take a liberal 
approach, allowing both legal and equitable owners.27 The 
vast majority of cases involving reverse piercing implicate 
closely held organizations,28 not publicly traded compa-
nies. 29 This article only addresses reverse piercing in the 
context of a closely held corporation.

While a fi nding that a corporation is an alter ego 
necessarily depends on the facts of each case, courts have 
identifi ed certain factors that provide evidence of domi-
nation: (1) the absence of corporate formalities; (2) inad-
equate capitalization; (3) commingling funds; (4) overlap 
in ownership, offi cers, directors, and personnel; and (5) 
shared address, offi ce space, and other similar indicia.30 A 
fi nding of domination depends on the totality of the cir-
cumstances, so no one factor is dispositive.31

Once domination is established, a plaintiff attempting 
to pierce the veil must prove that a shareholder exercised 
her domination to commit a fraud or wrong against the 
plaintiff.32 Stated differently, a plaintiff must show that 
adherence to the corporation’s separate existence would 
further a fraud or promote injustice.33 This element does 
not require actual fraud, complete with a showing of in-
tent.34 Rather, plaintiffs only need to show that retention 
of the corporate form would produce inequitable conse-
quences.35 Inequitable consequences can be the violation 
of a statute or other positive legal duty, a dishonest or 
unjust act in contravention of a plaintiff’s legal rights,36 or 
a “manifest abuse of the corporate form,” including “in-
tent to use the corporation as a shield for fraud.”37 Mere 
inability to collect on a judgment is not an “inequitable 
consequence[],” as this risk is inherent in all dealings with 
a corporate entity.38 

B. Reverse Piercing Generally

Whereas traditional piercing holds an individual li-
able for the acts of a corporation, or a parent liable for the 
acts of a subsidiary, reverse piercing imposes liability on 
a corporation for the obligations of an individual share-
holder, or on a subsidiary corporation for the acts of a par-
ent corporation.39 Despite the differences, reverse piercing 
initially requires the same two-pronged analysis of domi-
nation and promotion of fraud or injustice.40 There are two 
types of reverse piercing: inside41 and outside—depend-
ing on the relationship of the party attempting to pierce 
the corporate veil.42 The two types of reverse piercing 
implicate different interests and diverse policy concerns. 
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the shares, Friend and Brother are given positions on the 
Board of Directors. Despite Friend and Brother’s stake in 
X Corp., they receive no dividends or disbursements, do 
not inquire as to the dealings of the business and do not 
attend board meetings as none are regularly held. Lady 
conducts business in the name of the company, which 
does have several monthly retail customers. Lady pur-
chases a new car and condominium in the corporation’s 
name, although they are solely for her personal use. She 
also uses the corporation’s revenue to pay all of her per-
sonal expenses. Despite her “arduous” labor for X Corp., 
Lady takes no salary. Judgment Creditor (JC), after fi nd-
ing Lady to be insolvent, attempts to satisfy his $150,000 
judgment—stemming from a tort claim against Lady—by 
securing assets of X Corp. X Corp. has $3,000 in inventory, 
the condominium and car Lady purchased, two comput-
ers—worth $4,000—and $1,500 in a bank account.72

i. The “Inverse Method” of Reverse Piercing

The inverse method of reverse piercing has been, by 
far, the most widely accepted approach to reverse pierc-
ing, with at least ten states utilizing the same test for both 
traditional and reverse veil piercing.73 This approach per-
mits recovery in a wide variety of cases because of its lim-
ited analysis into interests outside of the plaintiff’s; when 
applied to the Lady X hypothetical; this method permits 
JC to recover on his claim.

Behind the inverse method of reverse piercing is the 
view that, despite the different corporate interests impli-
cated, the remedy is a logical extension of traditional veil 
piercing because the underlying equitable goals remain 
unchanged.74 These cases place emphasis on the function 
of the corporation, rather than the form. In accepting re-
verse piercing, a Connecticut court stressed the need for 
courts “to ‘avoid an over-rigid preoccupation with ques-
tions of structure…and apply the preexisting and over-
arching principle that liability is imposed to reach an eq-
uitable result.’”75 The status as a separate entity granted to 
corporations was introduced to subserve the ends of jus-
tice, not subvert them.76 These arguments all stand for the 
proposition that in the event of potential misuse the courts 
will fl ex their equitable powers by circumventing limited 
liability, from either direction, by viewing a corporation as 
nothing more than a collection of individuals. 

Equitable similarities aside, there are some differ-
ences that have precluded courts from simply copying 
the traditional veil-piercing test for reverse piercing. The 
biggest difference is the defi nition of “domination.”77 As 
discussed previously, “domination” requires an exercise of 
control to such an extent that the corporation or subsidiary 
has become a mere “alter ego” or “instrumentality” for 
the controlling party or corporation.78 Applied to reverse 
piercing, this would impose on a plaintiff the seemingly 
impossible task of showing that a corporation dominated 
an individual or that a subsidiary dominated its parent 
corporation.79 To avoid imposing this insurmountable bur-

the individual defendant who shifted his assets to the cor-
poration and habitually commingled funds.64 The court 
stressed that “[t]he abstraction of the corporate entity 
should never be allowed to bar out and pervert the real and 
obvious truth.”65

Reverse piercing has met the least resistance when in-
voked by the government, most commonly to obtain pay-
ment of taxes owed by individuals. The government fi rst 
attempted reverse piercing in 1976 in G.M. Leasing Corp. 
v. United States.66 The individual was not an incorporator, 
director, or offi cer of G.M. Leasing, but the court still per-
mitted reverse piercing after fi nding that the individual 
was an equitable owner.67 Valley Finance furthered the 
acceptability of reverse piercing by holding the govern-
ment’s inability to satisfy legitimate tax debts provides a 
“sound basis” for reverse piercing of the corporate veil.68 
Today, reverse piercing is a “well-established theory” in 
federal tax cases as the IRS routinely uses the remedy to 
attach assets of a corporation to satisfy debts owed by in-
dividual shareholders.69 

II. Mixed Reviews: How Courts Have Applied 
Reverse Piercing and Why Some Have 
Rejected It

Part II, section A provides an in-depth analysis of two 
different approaches courts have taken in implementing 
reverse piercing.70 Part II, section B discusses the various 
reasons put forth by courts in rejecting reverse piercing.

A. All in Favor…Reasons Supporting Courts’ Various 
Approaches to Reverse Piercing

Courts have taken two approaches to reverse piercing. 
This article will refer to the fi rst as the “inverse method.” 
The inverse method simply takes the requirements of 
traditional veil piercing and applies them in the context 
of a reverse pierce.71 The second method is the “equitable 
results” approach. Rather than simply carry over the re-
quirements of traditional veil piercing, this approach im-
poses additional requirements to better protect the diverse 
interests implicated by reverse piercing. 

A hypothetical will be used, along with case law, to 
allow for an “apples to apples” comparison between vari-
ous theories and remedies while highlighting their nuanc-
es. The hypothetical is as follows: Lady X (Lady) wants to 
form Corporation X (X Corp.), a wholesale health supple-
ment distribution company. She needs $35,000 in startup 
funds. To get the money, she liquidates her life savings 
of $5,000. She convinces her longtime friend (Friend) and 
brother (Brother) to contribute $5,000 each. Lady also gets 
two separate loans from two different banks, each for 
$10,000. Bank One decides to secure the loan by acquir-
ing a UCC Article 9 lien on X Corp’s inventory; Bank Two 
does not secure its loan. With her capital in hand, Lady 
forms X Corp., an S-Corp., and assumes the role of presi-
dent. Lady does not receive any shares—those are instead 
split 50-50 between Friend and Brother. In addition to 
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equitable result [be] achieved by piercing.”88 The court 
defi ned “equitable result[s]” to mean that neither innocent 
shareholders nor corporate creditors would be prejudiced 
by allowing reverse piercing.89 This requires an analysis 
to assess the availability of other, less intrusive remedies, 
and discourages reverse piercing when such remedies are 
viable alternatives.90 In In re Phillips, the court found that 
because the shareholder’s personal creditors were identi-
cal to the corporation’s creditors, no harm would come to 
the creditors by reverse piercing.91 Similarly, reverse pierc-
ing did not injure innocent shareholders, as the individual 
defendant owned the corporation outright.92 The court 
left further decisions to determine whether any injury, no 
matter how minute, to creditors or shareholders would be 
suffi cient to overrule a reverse piercing claim.

Since In re Phillips, there have been just four reverse 
piercing cases in Colorado. These cases have failed to 
contribute objective methodology to the lip service In re 
Phillips paid to equitable results. The subsequent cases 
forgo the in-depth analysis necessary to obtain “equitable 
results,” opting instead for a mechanical application of the 
elements.93 The fi rst case, Stimpson v. Goldberg,94 misinter-
preted the third prong of the reverse piercing test, fi nding 
the defendant’s ability to move assets beyond the plain-
tiff’s reach “manifestly inequitable and unfair” in satisfac-
tion of the third prong.95 Two years later, in GRY Partners 
LLP v. Tabernash Meadows Water and Sanitation District,96 
the court, in authorizing reverse piercing, noted that the 
limited liability partnership had no creditors and the only 
other partner was the individual defendant’s wife, who 
contributed no capital to the partnership.97 This hold-
ing begged the question of whether a capital investment 
would have prevented plaintiff from reverse piercing the 
corporation.

The last of the In re Phillips progeny, Shem, LLC v. 
Buhler,98 provides an answer to the question posed by GRY 
Partners.99 Here, the plaintiff attempted to reverse pierce 
all of the corporations in which the individual defendant 
was involved, but succeeded only on those that the defen-
dant wholly owned.100 The depthless analysis proffered 
by the court in these cases falls far short of that required to 
ensure equitable results. 

Using the equitable results approach, JC would not 
be able to recover against Lady X—as he did under the 
inverse method. As a preliminary matter, there is a split 
as to whether Lady—an equitable owner—can be found 
to have dominated X Corp., although Shem seems to man-
date that she cannot. The fact that she does not own any 
shares would prevent a fi nding of domination.101 Assum-
ing, arguendo, that she could be found to dominate the 
corporation, the question then turns on whether Brother 
and Friend’s investments would serve as a bar to reverse 
piercing, a question unanswered in GRY. The court could 
respond to Brother’s and Friend’s capital investment in 
one of three ways: it could (1) hold that their investments 
serve as an absolute bar to reverse piercing; (2) deduct the 

den on plaintiffs, courts have adopted a lesser standard of 
control based on the same factors considered in traditional 
piercing cases.80 

Certain factors relevant in analyzing traditional veil 
piercing, while often cited, should also be reconsidered 
when assessing whether a corporation is an alter ego for 
reverse veil piercing purposes. One such example is that 
of undercapitalization. In traditional veil piercing, alter 
ego corporations often operate with insuffi cient assets, 
precluding a judgment creditor from satisfying a judg-
ment against the corporation. In reverse piercing, it is 
more than likely that a third-party creditor is alleging that 
an individual is incapable of satisfying a debt because she 
has divested all her assets into a corporate alter ego. Thus, 
overcapitalization of a corporate alter ego could provide 
evidence of fraud and serve as a basis for reverse piercing 
the corporate veil.81 

To better understand the implications of the inverse 
method of reverse piercing, consider the doctrine in light 
of the Lady X hypothetical. To show domination, JC 
would point to the level of control Lady exerted over X 
Corp., including the intermingling of corporate and per-
sonal funds, sharing her personal and business address, 
lack of corporate formalities, and overcapitalization. JC 
would argue that by divesting her assets to, and purchas-
ing assets with, X Corp., Lady has sheltered her assets in 
the corporation, rendering her judgment-proof. Under the 
inverse method, satisfaction of those two elements would 
entitle JC to a judgment against X Corp. The court would 
disregard the potential claims of the innocent sharehold-
ers, Brother and Friend, and Bank Two,82 because if Lady 
“was not deterred by the fact that [s]he did not hold all of 
the stock…why should h[er] creditors be?”83

ii. The “Equitable Results” Approach84

The Colorado Supreme Court directly confronted the 
often-cited downsides to reverse piercing85 and acknowl-
edged that when “inartfully performed,” reverse piercing 
can negatively impact innocent third parties.86 Rather than 
use the doctrinal shortcomings as support for an outright 
rejection of the doctrine, however, the court tried to craft a 
remedy that could protect the interests of judgment credi-
tors, innocent shareholders, and corporate creditors alike. 
This effort swung the pendulum too far in the opposite 
direction; however, the shortcomings of the equitable re-
sults approach—as interpreted through subsequent case 
law—make it ill-suited to deal with the factual situations 
presented in many reverse-piercing cases.87 The Lady 
X hypothetical reaffi rms that assertion, as this method 
would prevent JC from recovering. This section will fi rst 
analyze the additional factor imposed by this method 
and then survey subsequent case law to better defi ne the 
conditions it imposes, before ultimately applying this ap-
proach to the Lady X hypothetical.

In addition to the requirements of domination and a 
showing of fraud or injustice, Colorado requires that “an 
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taken to the extreme, lead courts to conclude that the 
unnerving prospect of losing out to an individual share-
holder’s creditors will ultimately reduce the effectiveness 
of corporations as a means of raising credit.114 While the 
equitable results approach takes account of these interests, 
this approach was discredited by a California court as cre-
ating requirements that “essentially eliminate the outside 
reverse piercing doctrine as a practical matter.”115 

Courts further contend that reverse piercing and its 
associated risks are unnecessary given the availability of 
alternative, more traditional, remedies.116 The alternatives 
put forth include conversion, fraudulent conveyance, 
respondeat superior, and conventional agency law.117 
With such a wide gamut of remedies already available, 
courts insist there is no need to “invent” a new theory of 
liability.118 

Additionally, in relying on Judge Hand’s reasoning 
in Kingston, some courts claim reverse piercing is only ap-
propriate in the rare instance that a subsidiary corporation 
dominates its parent.119 Agreeing with Judge Hand, they 
argue that the nature of the parent-subsidiary relationship 
makes it nearly, if not completely, impossible for a subsid-
iary to interject itself in the affairs of a parent to the extent 
necessary to make the parent a mere instrumentality or 
alter ego.120 Courts hold that traditional veil piercing man-
dates this standard be served, and further believe lessen-
ing the standard with the potential downsides presented 
by reverse piercing would be unduly fair to a creditor of 
the corporation.121 Indeed, Judge Hand’s labeling such an 
instance as this “extremely rare” seems correct.122 If courts 
apply this standard, most, if not all, reverse piercing 
claims would be denied.123 

Lastly, several courts that have considered reverse 
piercing also criticize a doctrine that would permit volun-
tary creditors of an individual, or corporation, to recover 
from another corporation.124 At a minimum, courts sug-
gest a distinction between voluntary and involuntary 
creditors given the distinct public policy issues each 
raises.125 Judge Hand articulated this fear in Kingston 
Dry Dock, writing, “[a]ll that has really happened is that 
the [plaintiff], being dissatisfi ed with the credit of the 
company with which [he] dealt now seeks to involve its 
creature.”126 These courts contend that because voluntary 
creditors choose the parties with whom they deal, they 
can take precautions necessary to protect their interests, 
and to permit reverse piercing would only reward a credi-
tor’s failure to take such precautions, at the expense of 
other creditors.127 

III. The Need for Reverse Piercing: How a Hybrid 
Approach Can Protect the Interests of All 
Parties

When reverse piercing is “inartfully performed,” its 
disadvantages—such as injuries to innocent shareholders 
and corporate creditors—easily outweigh the benefi ts, al-
lowing a judgment creditor to recover.128 Failure to allow 

total amount of their investments from the corporation’s 
total assets and allow JC to recover; or (3) allow JC to re-
verse pierce and ignore their investments entirely. Based 
on the logic of Shem, the court would presumably choose 
the fi rst approach, barring JC from recovery since Brother 
and Friend each invested in X Corp. and each owned fi fty 
percent of X Corp.102 

Thus, the “equitable results” approach fails to achieve 
equity. By not analyzing the effects, impact and involve-
ment of innocent shareholders and creditors, courts give 
blind deference to a corporation’s form rather than its 
substance. They are withholding justice from rightful 
plaintiffs on the chance that others may be adversely af-
fected. Such precautions are wholly unnecessary, as only 
the facts of each individual case will reveal whether such 
“chance” is present. Such deference to form obviates the 
need for reverse piercing by essentially precluding judg-
ment for a plaintiff against any well-counseled defendant 
who has added shareholders to prevent such claims. 

B. All Opposed…Reasons for Supporting Courts’ 
Rejection of Reverse Piercing

Rather than adopt either the inverse or equitable 
results method, many courts simply reject reverse pierc-
ing.103 These courts cite several common objections. First, 
they say reverse piercing violates normal judgment collec-
tion procedures.104 Second, courts point out the potential 
harm reverse piercing could bring to both innocent share-
holders and corporate creditors.105 Third, they argue that 
other, more traditional, remedies exist to provide plaintiffs 
with redress without resorting to the drastic remedy of 
reverse piercing the corporate veil.106 Fourth, courts re-
fuse to lessen the “domination” standard adopted in FMC 
Finance Corp. v. Murphee,107 instead agreeing with Judge 
Hand that “outside reverse piercing is only appropriate 
in the rare case of a subsidiary dominating its parent.”108 
Finally, several courts have expressed added disdain for 
reverse piercing when the plaintiff is a voluntary contract 
creditor as opposed to an involuntary tort creditor.109

Normal judgment collection procedures permit a 
judgment creditor to attach an individual defendant’s 
stock in a corporation.110 Reverse piercing, however, al-
lows an individual to skip this step by levying directly 
against the corporation’s assets.111 If successful in a re-
verse piercing action, the plaintiff would then be able 
to force a sale of the attached assets belonging to the 
corporation. 

Courts highlight the negative effects that selling off 
the assets of a corporation could have. They stress the im-
pact on non-culpable shareholders who would witness the 
value, and potentially the earning capacity of their cor-
poration, be sold off due to the actions of one individual 
shareholder.112 Additionally, creditors who extended cred-
it to the corporation in reliance on its assets would be left 
unprotected if those assets were sold off to satisfy a judg-
ment unrelated to the corporation.113 These arguments, 
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sonal use, they are corporate property and JC’s judgment 
is against Lady. The only potential basis for a fraudulent 
transfer action would be Lady’s investing her life sav-
ings in the corporation, as it is this transfer that made her 
insolvent. This claim would fall under Uniform Fraudu-
lent Transfer Act § 4(a) (1), requiring JC to show actual 
intent.141 Here, the only badge of fraud that could support 
JC’s claim would be Lady’s transfer of all her personal as-
sets—her life savings—to an insider, Corp. X.142

Even if deemed an insider, it is equally probable—and 
arguably more likely—that this badge of fraud will be 
found to be a valid investment in Lady’s company—her 
fi rst step down the road of entrepreneurship—not an il-
legal transfer. Her argument will likely succeed because 
the badges of fraud are only presumptions, and her mo-
tive could easily rebut the presumption of fraudulent 
intent. Furthermore, no single presumption is dispositive, 
and here JC can only point to one of the eleven badges. 
The only scenario that would permit Lady’s investment 
in X Corp. to be found a fraudulent transfer would be if 
the “investment” came after she had already been sued 
or threatened with a lawsuit. In that scenario, especially 
given Lady’s retained use of the property to pay her ex-
penses, there would likely be enough to show actual intent 
to defraud given the pending litigation. As the facts are, 
however, JC would be unable to use this remedy to re-
cover against Lady. 

A look at the complicated facts of Postal Instant Press, 
Inc. v. Kaswa Corp.143 shows that even in less “prototypi-
cal” reverse piercing cases, fraudulent conveyance alone 
can fall short of achieving equitable results.144 In Kaswa, 
the defendant, Mr. Rangoonwala, purchased a Postal 
Instant Press (PIP) franchise from a third party.145 PIP 
consented to the assignment and was a party to the agree-
ment.146 Following the purchase, Rangoonwala and a 
friend ran the franchise as general partners.147 After sev-
eral years of operating as partners, Rangoonwala created 
Kaswa Corp. for the sole purpose of operating the PIP 
franchise.148 Thus, Kaswa, and not Rangoonwala, owned 
all the franchise assets.149 Kaswa later merged with an-
other company called The Print Works, but maintained 
the name Kaswa.150 Upon being sued, Kaswa sold the 
assets to another company for fair value.151 After obtain-
ing a judgment against Rangoonwala for non-payment of 
franchise fees, PIP attempted to levy against the franchise 
assets, but learned of the transfer and sale of the assets.152 
PIP attempted to add Kaswa as a judgment debtor under 
the theory of reverse piercing.153 The court rejected PIP’s 
argument and refused to add Kaswa as a judgment debtor, 
in part because of the availability of other remedies such 
as fraudulent conveyance law.154 An analysis, however, 
shows PIP would have likely been unable to recover using 
fraudulent conveyance law. 

One way of showing fraudulent transfer would be to 
prove actual intent to hinder or defraud a creditor. There 
seems to be no problem with the initial transfer of the 

reverse piercing in certain instances, however, essentially 
provides “a roadmap” to debtors on how to avoid pay-
ment of their outstanding obligations by crafting the outer 
limits of traditional remedies and placing action outside 
those limits beyond the reach of judicial intervention.129 
Part III fi rst provides a brief overview of oft-cited alterna-
tive remedies and their shortcomings. It then proposes an 
alternative balancing test for reverse piercing that weighs 
the confl icting interests of all involved parties.

A. The Inadequacy of Alternative Remedies

i. Fraudulent Conveyance

Courts often cite fraudulent conveyance law as an ad-
equate alternative to reverse piercing. While this may suf-
fi ce in many situations, there are instances where fraudu-
lent conveyance law alone proves insuffi cient to promote 
justice. The existence of a separate corporate entity can 
allow a debtor to circumvent the transfer requirement by 
utilizing corporate assets as a personal piggybank instead 
of transferring personal assets to the corporation, thus 
making it hard to prove fraudulent intent. Employment 
of fraudulent conveyance law to the Lady X hypothetical 
brings this shortcoming to the forefront, as fraudulent con-
veyance law will prove useless to JC.130 This section will 
discuss the scope and requirements of fraudulent transfer 
law, before applying it to the Lady X hypothetical. The 
remedy will then be applied to Postal Instant Press to show 
that, despite the court’s assertion, fraudulent conveyance 
law is not an adequate alternative to reverse piercing.

Fraudulent conveyance law has remained largely 
unchanged131 for fi ve hundred years132 and entitles credi-
tors to avoid transfers made either (1) “with actual intent 
to hinder, delay, or defraud any creditor of the debtor; 
or (2) without receiving a reasonably equivalent value in 
exchange for the transfer or obligation” when other condi-
tions133 are met.134 To aid in determining “actual intent,” 
the relevant statute lists eleven “badges of fraud.”135 
Fraudulent conveyance law has a statute of limitations of 
four years—as proposed in the Uniform Fraudulent Trans-
fer Act—although many states have either increased or 
decreased this statutory period.136

If proven, fraudulent conveyance law affords a plain-
tiff limited remedies. The primary remedy is avoidance 
of the fraudulent transfer.137 Some states also permit at-
tachment or other provisional remedies against the asset 
transferred.138 Additionally, a plaintiff is entitled to the 
value of the asset transferred when a fraudulent transferee 
subsequently transfers the asset.139 This right, however, is 
lost when the transferee, without knowledge of the fraud, 
purchases the asset for fair consideration.140 

Applied to the Lady X hypo, fraudulent conveyance 
law provides JC with little help. Under fraudulent convey-
ance doctrine, JC would not be able to seek attachment on 
either the apartment or the car owned by the corporation 
since those assets were acquired by the corporation, not 
transferred to it. Even though Lady uses them for her per-
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ration for the sole purpose of limiting personal liability. 
Even in those situations where fraudulent conveyance 
law may be applicable, the limited remedies available 
can cause undue hardship on plaintiffs while potentially 
benefi ting the wrongdoing party. Furthermore, the stat-
ute of limitations, which could serve as a bar to recovery 
in fraudulent conveyance actions, would not preclude a 
judgment in a reverse piercing case. In reverse piercing, 
the wrong complained of—abusing the corporate form—is 
ongoing; it is the continued operation of the corporation 
that allows the defendant to elude liability.

ii. Bypassing Normal Judgment Collection 
Procedures

While attaching shares is preferable to attaching as-
sets—because the former only negatively implicates the 
liable shareholder—the realities of most alter ego corpora-
tions make attaching shares impractical, if not impossible. 
Traditional attachment presents four potential problems in 
the reverse piercing context. First, many closely held alter 
ego corporations do not issue stock. Second, even when 
stock is issued, valuing these businesses is a diffi cult task. 
Third, even when the stock is valued, many closely held 
corporations place limitations on the alienability of the 
stock.156 Finally, if the individual defendant is an equitable 
owner, she will not have any shares to attach. The Lady X 
hypothetical illustrates several of these shortcomings.

Shares in a corporation are considered part of an in-
dividual’s assets. To satisfy one’s judgment, a creditor can 
simply attach the judgment debtor’s shares or rights to 
cash distributions.157 Many closely held alter ego corpora-
tions, however, never issue stock.158 In fact, limited liabil-
ity companies (LLCs) cannot issue stock at all—issuing 
instead membership interests.159 Furthermore, even when 
a closely held alter ego corporation does issue stock, most 
do not pay dividends and avoid regular disbursements, 
opting instead to use the corporation’s assets as a personal 
piggybank.160 The absence of distributions negates any 
chance of recovering money via successful attachment. 
The only option for the plaintiff after attachment would be 
to sell the shares; given the corporate abuse, even if suc-
cessful this would not net much. Such a corporate struc-
ture thus deprives plaintiffs of “any means” of collecting 
on their judgments.161

While not easy, a failure to issue stock does not pre-
clude attachment as courts have ways to evaluate the 
worth of a closely held corporation. Valuing a company is 
described as a “pseudoscience” or an “art form” because 
there are countless methods used to determine worth.162 
Regardless of the approach, factors of importance in-
clude property to be valued, the business history of the 
enterprise, the economic outlook of the industry, and the 
earning capacity of the company.163 Once a valuation is 
determined, courts must then determine the market value 
of the stock by establishing a proper ratio between valu-
ation factors and the price per share that a reasonable 
buyer would be willing to pay.164 The reality of alter ego 

franchise assets to Kaswa. The corporation was capital-
ized and also had the franchise assets as collateral. It 
seems unlikely that Rangoonwala had fraudulent intent 
as he requested permission from PIP to add Kaswa to the 
franchise agreement. Again, the only “badge of fraud” 
that seems applicable is that the transfer was to an insider 
as defi ned in the UFTA.155 Because these factors are only 
presumptive, it is unlikely that showing just one would 
convince a trier of fact of fraud.

The other way to prove a fraudulent transfer would 
be to show that the transfer was made without an ex-
change of equivalent value if also accompanied by one of 
two other conditions. PIP could likely prove this element 
as Rangoonwala transferred the equipment from himself 
to his corporation without receiving a reasonably equiva-
lent value in exchange. However, the exchange of value 
may not have been required as Rangoonwala, at the time, 
was the president and sole owner of Kaswa. His control of 
the transferee makes this different from an exchange to a 
third party for less than reasonable value. Assuming Ran-
goonwala’s transfer to Kaswa did satisfy the equivalent 
value element, PIP would still have to prove Rangoon-
wala was either (a) about to engage in a transaction with 
unreasonably small assets in relation to that transaction, 
or (b) that he intended to incur debts beyond his abil-
ity to pay. The fi rst option is inapplicable here because 
Rangoonwala did not enter into any further transactions 
in either his individual capacity or through Kaswa. The 
second option is, at best, debatable when applied to these 
facts. Rangoonwala could have known that following the 
transfer he would fail to make franchise payments to PIP, 
ultimately resulting in his inability to pay the amounts 
owed, but for nearly three years post-transfer, Rangoon-
wala continued to make royalty payments. The fact that 
he continued to pay for so long would make it diffi cult for 
PIP to prove this second option. PIP, therefore, would not 
be able to show Rangoonwala’s transfer to Kaswa Corp. 
was fraudulent.

PIP would, however, be able to prove Kaswa fraudu-
lently transferred the franchise assets when it sold them 
upon learning of PIP’s action against Rangoonwala. That 
transfer was made with actual intent to defraud a creditor. 
While PIP could not have avoided the transfer—because 
the buyer purchased for reasonably equivalent value—it 
would have been entitled to Kaswa’s accounts for the sale 
of the franchise assets. This argument, however, is moot 
because Kaswa could only have been held liable for PIP’s 
judgment against Rangoonwala if the court permitted 
PIP to reverse pierce and hold Kaswa liable for that judg-
ment. Thus, despite the court’s assertion to the contrary, 
fraudulent conveyance law would not in fact serve as an 
alternative remedy for PIP. Reverse piercing offers PIP its 
only chance at justice.

As these examples illustrate, there are instances where 
fraudulent conveyance law is unable to ensure just results, 
namely when an individual acquires assets via a corpo-
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to “affect the principal’s legal relations through the agent’s 
acts and on the principal’s behalf.”174 In a reverse piercing 
context, this would require the individual debtor to have 
been acting as an agent of the alter ego corporation when 
she committed the wrong, so liability could be imputed to 
the corporation. While individual state laws vary slightly, 
this requires a plaintiff to show that (1) the individual was 
authorized by another to act for or in place of another 
person or corporation and (2) the act leading to the claim 
occurred within the scope of authority.175 

While agency principles can impute liability in specif-
ic instances, once the use of the corporate form to shelter 
personal assets is acknowledged, the limitations of agency 
principles of liability become clear. An individual debtor 
is essentially judgment-proof provided the original cause 
of action falls outside the corporation’s scope. Thus, in 
the Lady X hypo, despite Lady’s personal insolvency, JC 
would be unable to attach the corporation’s assets because 
JC’s tort claim arose from conduct falling outside Lady’s 
scope of employment with X Corp. 

The facts of Bennett v. Reynolds176 proved conducive 
to remedy via agency principles. There, the Supreme 
Court of Texas rejected an attempt to reverse pierce the 
corporate veil, choosing instead to impute liability to the 
corporation by applying agency principles.177 Plaintiff had 
a longstanding feud with the individual defendant and 
after discovering defendant auctioned off thirteen of his 
cattle, plaintiff sued both the individual defendant and 
defendant’s corporation for conversion.178 The individual 
defendant resided on property owned by the defendant 
corporation.179 The individual defendant’s conversion 
of the plaintiff’s cattle also occurred on the corporation’s 
land.180 While the corporation itself did not raise cattle, the 
individual defendant did use the corporation’s land for 
that purpose.181 The individual defendant owned no part 
of the corporation—his daughters did— but defendant 
was the president and admitted that he “ma[d]e the deci-
sions” and “r[a]n the ranch.”182 Plaintiff attempted to hold 
the corporation liable on a reverse piercing theory.183 The 
court, however, held that because the individual defen-
dant “used corporate authority over corporate employees, 
on corporate land, to convert cattle using corporate equip-
ment,” traditional agency principles were suffi cient to 
hold the corporation liable for the conversion.184

Many times, however, the individual defendant’s ac-
tions will not fall within the scope of corporate activity.185 
Limiting liability to situations involving an agency rela-
tionship assumes that the corporate form can only be mis-
used by the acts of its agents—ignoring the possibility that 
the corporate form itself could be used to procure a wrong 
by using it as a shelter for personal assets.186 

iv. Conversion

Conversion is another oft-cited alternative to reverse 
piercing. The tort of conversion, however, has a very lim-
ited scope and is only effective in very specifi c factual situ-

corporations—with neglected formalities and commingled 
funds—only makes these calculations more diffi cult. For 
instance, several factors, including dividends and expens-
es, would commonly be non-existent or vastly skewed 
because of the defendant’s misuse of the corporate form. 
While not impossible, accurately valuing a closely held 
alter ego corporation would be a protracted process with 
no great probability of an accurate outcome.

Even if defendant’s alter ego corporation did issue 
stock and the corporation is accurately valued, attaching 
shares still may not be a viable option. In closely held cor-
porations, there are often limitations on alienability. Stock 
ownership limitations can be imposed by a corporation’s 
chosen structure. For instance, if the alter ego corporation 
is an S-Corporation, no other corporations or LLCs can be 
shareholders.165 Similarly, most LLCs do not permit trans-
fer of membership interests absent approval from other 
members.166 Owners can place additional restrictions on 
alienability through the Articles of Organization and the 
corporation’s bylaws.167 These restrictions can include 
qualifi cations and restrictions on the ownership of stock 
subject to a right to repurchase in the event of a viola-
tion.168 Even if not an outright impediment, restrictions 
on alienability also lower the stock’s marketability, and 
consequently the price.169 Alienability is crucial in a free 
market, and restrictions on it could cause concern to a hy-
pothetical buyer regarding the presence of a ready market 
for the corporation’s stock.170

The Lady X hypo highlights several of the above-men-
tioned weaknesses of attaching stock in reverse piercing 
actions. A preliminary issue here is who actually owns the 
shares; Lady is only an equitable owner, and as such, she 
does not own X Corp. stock.171 Lady also receives no cash 
distribution—be it dividends, profi ts, or salary—for her 
involvement. She instead pays personal expenses using 
corporate funds, which places the assets out of reach of at-
tachment. If this matter were somehow addressed, courts 
would then have to attempt to value X Corp. This would 
involve poring over accounts that may have been improp-
erly maintained to determine the profi tability of the corpo-
ration. Each expense would need to be scrutinized given 
the intermingling of funds and use of corporate assets for 
payment of personal expenses. Furthermore, there may 
or may not be restrictions on the alienability of X Corp.’s 
shares. 

Accordingly, even when courts are able to move past 
issues of valuation and alienability, they may run into ad-
ditional problems as traditional judgment collection proce-
dures are incapable of penalizing an equitable owner who 
uses a corporation to judgment-proof herself. 

iii. Agency and Respondeat Superior172

Agency generally “encompasses the legal consequenc-
es of consensual relationships.”173 A principal, by mani-
festing consent for another (the agent) to work subject to 
the principal’s right of control, gives the agent the power 
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that again fail to do justice to each litigant. By (1) requir-
ing plaintiff to show the inadequacy of other remedies, 
(2) permitting recovery against equitable owners, (3) per-
mitting a capital exemption for innocent shareholders, 
and (4) applying preexisting creditor-priority laws, courts 
can safeguard the interests of all parties at the expense of 
none.

i. Ownership Requirement v. “Domination”

Ownership as a prerequisite to reverse piercing is eas-
ily circumvented, facilitating the practice of “judgment-
proofi ng.”195 One would be able to shirk responsibility 
merely by including alternate shareholders in the corpo-
rate charter; indeed, that is exactly what many judgment 
debtors have done.196 The sole protection afforded by 
requiring ownership is that it ensures no innocent share-
holders will be adversely affected by a decision to reverse 
pierce. The protection of innocent shareholders, while 
vital, does not necessitate that their mere existence should 
preclude a plaintiff from reverse piercing. In many closely 
held corporations—often the subject of reverse pierc-
ing—these other shareholders are family and friends who 
receive no compensation and are not even able to explain 
their responsibilities within the corporation.197 This pro-
tection of innocent shareholders, while necessary, can be 
achieved by much less restrictive means.198 In attempting 
to get around their own judicially imposed requirement, 
courts have stretched the ownership requirement beyond 
reason. 199

To prevent inequity, all courts should apply a “domi-
nation” standard. The disallowance of reverse piercing for 
a lack of legal ownership is a denial of justice because of 
a mere technicality. Additionally, mandating ownership 
simply permits those who wish to escape liability to do so 
by having other shareholders. Such a standard would not 
lower the threshold to permit piercing. Plaintiff would still 
need to show that the individual exercised control over a 
corporation to such an extent that the corporation is but 
a mere alter ego or instrumentality. The only difference 
would be that a corporation could then be reverse pierced 
because of the actions of both legal and equitable own-
ers. This standard is currently used by many courts and 
prevents injustice because it is malleable to the truth of a 
particular situation, rather than emphasizing legal form 
over function.200 By applying a “domination” standard 
that permits reverse piercing because of the actions of an 
equitable owner, courts would no longer have to resort 
to nominal ownership and, more importantly, judgment 
debtors could not immunize themselves with the stroke of 
a pen on a stock certifi cate. Applied to the Lady X hypo-
thetical, such a standard would allow JC to reverse pierce 
X Corp. for the judgment against Lady despite her lack of 
legal ownership in the corporation. 

ii. Innocent Shareholders

Small businesses are an integral part of the national 
economy201 and investment is the engine that runs small 

ations, as is evidenced by its inapplicability to the Lady X 
hypothetical. This section will fi rst discuss the elements of 
conversion, and then apply it to the hypothetical, before 
fi nally applying the doctrine to a recent case to highlight 
the remedy’s limited scope. 

Conversion is an intentional exercise of dominion or 
control over another’s property that so seriously interferes 
with that other’s right to control it that the actor may 
be required to pay the other the property’s full value.187 
There are several factors considered in determining the 
severity of an exercise of dominion, including the dura-
tion and the intent to assert a right inconsistent with the 
other’s right of control.188 The initial requirement, how-
ever, for any action in conversion is that the plaintiff had 
a legal right to the converted property prior to the defen-
dant’s taking it. 

The square peg of conversion would be inapplicable 
to the “circle” of facts implicated by the Lady X hypotheti-
cal. Prior to the battery, JC had no legal rights in any of the 
assets belonging to X Corp. and thus would not be able 
to claim conversion. Furthermore, the judgment obtained 
against Lady would not be suffi cient to vest JC with any 
legal rights in the assets of X Corp. 

In the Bennett case, the plaintiff’s primary cause of 
action was for conversion.189 The defendant knowingly 
took the plaintiff’s cattle and sold them off at an auc-
tion.190 Even there, however, the tort of conversion was 
insuffi cient for plaintiff to recover. Conversion allowed 
the plaintiff to impose liability on the defendant as an in-
dividual. The defendant, however, was insolvent because 
his alter-ego corporation owned all his assets, includ-
ing the farm he lived on.191 Thus, absent a way to attach 
corporate assets, the plaintiff’s judgment for conver-
sion against the individual defendant would have been 
meaningless.192

Conversion seems ill-suited to deal with the problem 
of “judgment-proofi ng” by use of the corporate form to 
hide assets. While cases like Bennett and Postal Instant 
Press could provide a basis for conversion, most reverse 
piercing cases involve corporations sheltering the defen-
dant’s personal assets, as opposed to assets belonging 
to the plaintiff. Bennett and Postal Instant Press highlight 
the futility in permitting a judgment against an insolvent 
defendant. Even if successful, a plaintiff could be left sit-
ting with an unsatisfi ed judgment while the wrongdoer is 
free to continue living off the funds hidden in an alter ego 
corporation.

B. Reverse Piercing: A New Approach

It is the task of the court “to do justice to each liti-
gant.”193 As Section III.A illustrates, there are instances 
where, despite blatant misuse of the corporate form, 
justice dies on the doorstep of the court.194 In the name 
of judicial convenience, courts have adopted overly sim-
plistic standards that overlook the interests of involved 
parties, or have adopted strict requirements, if any at all, 
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X Corp. only has $1,500 in liquid assets—only one one-
hundredth of the judgment owed to JC. Thus, JC would 
have to attach assets belonging to X Corp. in order to 
satisfy his $150,000 judgment. JC could attach both the 
car and the condominium belonging to X Corp. If these 
two assets totaled $170,000, JC would be able to satisfy 
his judgment and X Corp. would still have all of its inven-
tory and equipment, plus $20,000 resulting from the sale 
of the assets. As the purchase of these assets was in and of 
itself an abuse of the corporate form, their sale would not 
adversely affect X Corp. as would the sale of inventory or 
company equipment, which are necessary to its continued 
operation.210 Furthermore, X Corp. would still have more 
than enough value remaining211 to cover both Friend and 
Brother’s initial $5,000 investments and the loans from 
Banks One and Two and continue with business as usual.

Suppose, however, that the sale of the car and condo 
only totaled $125,000. That amount would be insuffi cient 
to satisfy JC’s judgment—even after adding the remaining 
assets212—thus requiring him to attach other assets be-
longing to the corporation. Following sale of the assets, JC 
would not receive the entire $133,500. Friend and Brother 
would fi rst be entitled to a return of their initial $5,000 
investments. JC may try to argue that Friend and Brother 
benefi tted from the fraud because of their relationship to 
Lady, but that would require a showing of some fi nancial 
gain as a result of the abuse of the corporate form, not 
present on these facts. Absent such a showing, JC would 
not be able to prevent Friend and Brother from recovering 
their initial investments. The remaining $123,500 would be 
divided amongst JC and Banks One and Two.

iii. Corporate Creditors

In rejecting reverse piercing, courts cite a voluntary 
judgment creditor’s ability to protect itself as contribut-
ing to the doctrine’s redundancy.213 The rationale is that 
voluntary creditors, by defi nition, have chosen to deal 
with the individual defendant and thus have some ability 
to protect themselves.214 Thus, they argue that a distinc-
tion should be made between tort and contract judgment 
creditors. While this rationale is valid, such logic ignores 
the fact that all voluntary creditors have that ability to pro-
tect themselves, be it a creditor of the individual or of the 
corporation. Because not all creditors suffi ciently insulate 
themselves in the event of a breach, there are well-estab-
lished laws governing the rights of such creditors and it 
is these laws that should govern in reverse piercing cases. 
This section will fi rst discuss the various risks all creditors 
face and the means by which such creditors can protect 
their interests. It will then look to pre-existing creditor 
and bankruptcy laws and apply those laws to the Lady X 
hypothetical. 

Much is made of the chilling effect that would ensue 
were a corporate creditor to be superseded by a judgment 
creditor, yet, this is exactly what already happens.215 Un-
secured creditors216 face a variety of risks, including those 

business.202 Those looking to start up a business or to capi-
talize their small business often rely on investments from 
friends, family, venture capitalists, angel investors, and 
the like.203 It is not uncommon for these investors to re-
quire ownership interest or a board position, or both, as a 
prerequisite to their investment. 204 No remedy for reverse 
piercing that failed to take the interests of the investor 
into account would be benefi cial to society. This section 
proposes guidelines to fi rst determine the innocence of a 
shareholder and then provides safeguards for truly inno-
cent shareholders. Finally, the proposal will be illustrated 
by application to the Lady X hypo.

Investors who negotiate for power within a corpora-
tion are in a position to insulate the corporation from 
reverse piercing claims through adherence to corporate 
formalities and adequate oversight.205 All stockholders in 
a closely held corporation have fi duciary duties of the “ut-
most good faith and loyalty,” requiring them to act in the 
best interests of the corporation.206 These stockholders can 
use the power they have to ensure that the activities that 
give rise to a fi nding of domination do not transpire either 
through traditional corporate means or, if necessary, by 
judicial intervention.207 

Despite a member’s potential breach of this fi duciary 
duty leading to a reverse piercing claim, permitting a 
shareholder’s loss of capital in these instances could have 
negative effects on investment in small companies. Given 
the importance of such investments and the reality that 
not all investors with power will utilize it, any exercise in 
reverse piercing needs to take adequate measures to pro-
tect shareholders. The best way to protect the interests of 
both the shareholders and plaintiffs would be to permit a 
capital exemption, when the enforcement of a judgment 
would liquidate the alter ego corporation. This would al-
low reimbursement to shareholders of their initial invest-
ment, provided the shareholder did not directly benefi t 
from the dominator’s abuse of the corporate form. 

A capital exemption would allow any shareholder to 
receive a return on his initial investment amount prior to 
any disbursement to the plaintiff, ensuring that he or she 
does not sustain a loss due to reverse piercing. The capi-
tal exemption would only be triggered when a plaintiff’s 
claim would drain the corporation of all its assets. Yet, by 
potentially depriving a shareholder of revenue, dividends, 
and disbursements, it encourages shareholders to protect 
themselves by taking an active role in the oversight of the 
corporation in which they invest and bargaining for more 
power to protect such interests. To prevent fraud amongst 
family and close friends, there would be an exemption for 
those instances where the shareholder benefi ts directly 
from the fraud. A shareholder benefi ts directly when he or 
she receives some fi nancial benefi t because of the fraudu-
lent arrangement.208

To illustrate the capital exemption theory, it will be 
applied to two versions of the Lady X hypothetical.209 
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expectations of creditors because they are the very laws 
that govern all transactions entered into by creditors. 
Those creditors, like Bank One, who take measures to pro-
tect their interests are rewarded; Bank One received 66.5% 
of its original loan back, compared to the approximately 
52% received by the other creditors—and had Bank One 
required additional collateral as security, it could have re-
covered the entire amount owed it by X Corp. 

Conclusion
“Fraud is infi nite.” 225 The law cannot rely solely on 

traditional remedies or it will fi nd itself “perpetually elud-
ed by new schemes” contrived by “the fertility of man’s 
invention.”226 The privilege of the corporate form need 
be used for “legitimate business purposes and must not be 
perverted.”227 By failing to permit reverse piercing, courts 
bless this perversion and deprive plaintiffs of a needed 
remedy, while simultaneously rewarding wrongdoers who 
shield their assets through corporate misuse. Traditional 
remedies are unable to combat the types of fraud that 
give rise to reverse piercing claims and failure to adopt 
new remedies will lead to justice being “eluded by new 
schemes.”228 By permitting reverse piercing when (1) tra-
ditional remedies are inadequate (2) against both legal and 
equitable owners (3) with a capital investment exception 
for innocent shareholders, and (4) relying on preexist-
ing creditor priority rules, courts protect the interests of 
all involved parties. These factors, as detailed, are not so 
overbearing as to enfeeble this remedy, which is what has 
occurred with the “equitable results” approach. Instead, 
this analysis provides meaningful and objective measures 
by which a court can assess all the implications and cater 
to each one accordingly.
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an individual, would deter loans to closely held corpora-
tions. Furthermore, unsecured creditors already face some 
risks from reverse piercing by the IRS as the doctrine has 
widespread acceptance in federal tax cases.218

Unsecured corporate creditors also face risks should 
the corporation declare bankruptcy. Debts owed to 
unsecured creditors are secondary to those of secured 
creditors.219 It is only after all secured debts are settled 
that unsecured creditors are entitled to the corporation’s 
remaining assets on a pro rata basis.220 In most instances, 
the remaining unsecured creditors do not receive full pay-
ment from the debtor’s estate. Furthermore, bankruptcy 
law exposes a creditor to the exact same risks as reverse 
piercing—a corporation being held liable for the actions 
of an individual shareholder—through a process known 
as substantive consolidation. Substantive consolidation 
has been described as the “federal analogue of veil-pierc-
ing.”221 This bankruptcy practice pools together the assets 
of multiple entities and permits creditors to recover their 
ratable share from the combined assets.222 

The risks reverse piercing poses to corporate creditors 
are not unique to that remedy. All voluntary creditors, 
be they of the individual or the corporation, have the op-
portunity to protect themselves from other creditors. If an 
individual’s creditor is able to reverse pierce, it necessar-
ily means the corporate form is being used to procure a 
fraud. To permit recovery to those creditors dealing with 
the corporation who fail to protect themselves over those 
who work with a fraudulent individual is unjust. An alter 
ego corporation is one that has been dominated to the ex-
tent that the corporation and the individual are essentially 
one entity;223 accordingly, their creditors should all be 
placed on an equal footing. 

Assume that the sale of all X Corp.’s assets, including 
the car and condominium, nets $100,000. X Corp. cannot 
cover all of its outstanding debts, which total $170,000. 
Bank One, which took a secured interest in X Corp.’s in-
ventory, would automatically receive the proceeds from 
the sale of the inventory, $3,000, bringing the amount it 
is owed down to $7,000.224 Deducting that amount, and 
Brother’s and Friend’s capital exemptions, X Corp. is left 
with $87,000 to cover $167,000 in debt. The court would 
distribute these remaining funds pro rata among the three 
creditors. This would result in JC receiving $78,143 to-
wards his claim, Bank One receiving an additional $3,647, 
and Bank Two receiving $5,210. Applying preexisting 
creditor priority laws ensures each creditor some return 
on the amount owed to it. These laws do not disturb the 
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